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A Lean startup is a
technique used to launch
a new business or a new
product for an already-
existing business. The
lean startup methodology
encourages creating
products that consumers
have already shown they
want in order to ensure
that a market will be
ready when the product is
released as opposed to
creating a product and
waiting for demand to
manifest. Lean startups
employ a business
strategy based on fast-
tested ideas rather than
business strategies

Lean startup techniques
have been employed by
businesses including
General Electric,
Qualcomm, and Intuit. GE
used the techniques to
create a new battery for
cell phone manufacturers
to use in developing
nations with unstable
electricity.

Some examples of
successful growth hacking
campaigns include:
Dropbox offered extra
storage to existing users
who referred new
customers.
Craigslist was used by
AirBnB to identify and
reach consumers looking
for inexpensive lodging.

Sean Ellis (Dropbox)
coined the term "growth
hacking" to refer to a
marketing strategy that
focuses on achieving
rapid, scalable growth
through unconventional,
low-cost strategies like
the utilization of social
media. Other businesses
that have successfully
applied this strategy
include Airbnb and
Foundr.
Growth-hacking tactics
typically fall into one of
three categories:
Advertising, Product
marketing, and content
marketing

L E A N
S T A R T U P

G R OW T H
H A C K I N G



H A P P E N I N G S  O F
T H E  M O N T H

Gogoro, a Taiwan-based business that
specializes in electric vehicles,
intends to test its 6-second battery-
changing facilities there. After
Singapore and Indonesia, this will be
the third pilot for the business. In
Delhi-NCR in November, the business
intends to launch its India test
program, which will include electric
two-wheelers and exchange stations.

-  STEVE JOBS

Taiwan's Gogoro to pilot 6-second battery swapping stations in
India

 “Your work is going to fill a large part
of your life, and the only way to be truly
satisfied is to do what you believe is
great work. And the only way to do
great work is to love what you do.” 
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India, one of the world's largest economies today, is experiencing constant
growth in its startup ecosystem, and as a result, we currently have over 100
unicorns thriving here. 
The valuation of India's startup ecosystem has increased to almost Rs 3 lakh
crore, or Rs 3 trillion, according to Union Commerce and Industry Minister
Piyush Goyal, who made the announcement during a discussion with students,
faculty, and alumni of the Indian Institute of Foreign Trade (IIFT), National
Institute of Fashion Technology (NIFT), National Institute of Design (NID), and
other institutions.

Indian Startup Ecosystem valued at INR. 3 lakh crore



H A P P E N I N G S  O F
T H E  M O N T H  . .

Singapore is ranked first globally on
the Heritage Foundation's measure of
economic freedom, first globally in the
World Economic Forum's most recent
global competitiveness report from
2019, and second globally in the World
Bank's rating of ease of doing
business (2020). The Property Rights
Alliance's 2022 international index of
property rights places it second
overall.

-   BRIAN CHESKY

Why are Indian startups preferring Singapore to establish their
bases?

 “If we tried to think of a good idea, we
wouldn’t have been able to think of a
good idea. You just have to find the
solution for a problem in your own life." 
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In addition, its tax rates are lower than
those in India for corporate taxes and
the goods and services tax, and there
are no capital gains tax or dividend tax
for shareholders. Due to Singapore's
broad network of tax treaties, businesses
based there that transact business
internationally can prevent double
taxation.

$1.3 billion raised by Indian startups in October 2022

October saw a 30% increase in funding for Indian start-ups, as many of them
were successful in securing large rounds during the previous month. In
October, funding for domestic companies increased to $1.26 billion across 94
deals, up from $963 million ($0.96 billion) in the month before in September,
according to data tracking platform Fintrackr. The transactions included 66
early-stage businesses that raised $300 million in total throughout the time,
with 18 growth-stage agreements totaling $962 million. 



D E C O D I N G  T H E  S T A R T U P

Rebel Foods
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Formerly known as Faasos, is the world's largest chain of online
restaurants.
In 2015, it had realized that 70% of Faasos customers had never seen its
stores, which is when they eventually launched multi brand , cloud
kitchen model in Mumbai, India.
Operates 15+ own brands like Behrouz Biryani, Ovenstory Pizza, Faasos,
Lunch Box, Sweet Truth, The God Bowl, Firangi Bake, etc. 
It is now a network of 3,000+ restaurants across 350+ kitchens spread
through 40+ cities across 4 countries (India, UAE, Indonesia, and the UK)
serving 2 million-plus customers, operated through its own food delivery
app Eatsure. 
Founded by Ankush Grover, Jaydeep Barman, Biswanath Chakraborthy,
and Kallol Banerjee in 2011. 

https://www.rebelfoods.com/


D E C O D I N G  T H E  S T A R T U P  C O N T D

Rebel Foods
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Lightbox 
Go-Ventures
Qatar Investment Authority
Evolvence India Fund  
Gojek
Coatue Management
Sequoia Capital India
Alteria Capital  
Sequoia Capital 
RTP Global
Goldman Sachs 

LEAD INVESTORS: 
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

Smoor- chocolate Brand
Zomoz- Momos 
Foody Buddy- Food delivery
Mandarin Oak- Chinese foods
Feeling Brew- Coffee

Acquisitions:

Eatclub
FreshMenu
Ola Foods
Cure Foods

Competitors:

https://www.rebelfoods.com/


N E W  W A V E  O F  I N N O V A T I O N  

By the end of this month, the Tokyo-based business
ISpace Inc. intends to launch a lunar lander with a
variety of industrial and governmental payloads,
including two rovers.

By 2040, this company aims to develop a human
colony on the moon, but first it wants to convert one
of its modules there into a logistics and
transportation hub. 

The objective is to generate revenue by sending
commercial goods and research equipment into
orbit on behalf of academic institutions, business
entities, and specific governmental entities.

The mission that ISpace Inc., is a part of is called
the Hakuto-R lunar exploration programme, which,
essentially means “white rabbit” in Japanese, and
includes a moon lander mission from the Japanese
space and research agency.

The tech giant Amazon is teaming up with
Snapchat to create an augmented reality
shopping experience that allows shoppers to
virtually try on various eyeglasses brands and
styles before making a purchase.  

Parcel to the moon? 
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The two businesses created 3D asset standards
that allow Snap's AR Try-On Technology to be
linked with Amazon's catalogue of assets.  This
year, the business launched its first Amazon Style
clothes stores, fusing its technological prowess
with consumers' everlasting need to be able to
touch and try on products in person.

Is augmented fashion the new reality?
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P R E M I U M  T O P I C S

10 DAYS MBA - STEVEN SILBIGER 

The 10-Day MBA provides an invaluable guide
for all the people who do not have the time or
resources to take a full-time business degree,
or who require a short revision aid.  Here is
your chance to become familiar with the key
tools and theories taught at ivy business
schools - in just ten days.
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DETOX YOUR EGO - STEVEN STYLVESTER 

Takes you on a journey of self-discovery, a
process that enables you to master your own
ego in order to increase your health,
happiness and purpose. In DETOX YOUR EGO,
Sylvester shares for the very first time the
seven easy steps to be freer, happier and
more successful in your life.

ITS NOT ABOUT THE BIKE  - LANCE ARMSTRONG

Dogged by suspicion and allegations of
doping throughout his career, 2013 in an
interview, Lance Armstrong admitted to
having taken performance enhancing drugs
during all seven of the Tours de France in
which he competed. The world governing
body for cycling, stripped him of his titles.

TATAYAN - GIRISH KUBER 

A Parsi family with humble roots in India has 
 a long, rich and unrivalled legacy. The Tatas
is a tribute to a line of visionaries who have a
special place in the hearts Indians. Written
by  Girish Kuber, this is a book that tells the
complete Tata story spanning almost two
hundred years.

https://www.amazon.in/10-Day-MBA-step-step-mastering/dp/0749927003
https://www.amazon.in/Detox-Your-Ego-achieving-happiness/dp/1472227336
https://www.amazon.in/Its-Not-About-Bike-Journey/dp/0224060872/ref=sr_1_1?qid=1667413465&refinements=p_27%3ALance+Armstrong&s=books&sr=1-1
https://www.amazon.in/Tatas-Family-Built-Business-Nation-ebook/dp/B07PZ4YW7W

